
 

Please return to:        Owner name ___________________________________ 

The Italian Car Registry iicar@earthlink.net    
John de Boer      Your Name________________________________________________ 

14090 Beyers Ln. 

Grass Valley, CA  95949  USA     Address or other contact information ___________________________ 
       _________________________________________________________ 

        _________________________________________________________ 

 
 

ALFA ROMEO 6C2300B and 6C2500 and 8C2900 - Numerical Data Worksheet 
(Note: Early 6C2300 cars (“Seventh series 6C” = “6C2300A”) can be described more easily by using a similar form prepared for 6C1750 and 8C2300 cars.) 

 

Please keep in mind that these cars were largely hand-made over a period of years. It would be unreasonable to expect any system 

of numeration to be maintained in its entirety for the full production, especially given the variety of cars built. Subsequent 

modifications and repairs will have confused things for many cars. Please don't feel obliged to fill in every blank before returning 

the form. 

Not all  the blanks are applicable to all cars! 
 

From the I.D. plate / Dalla Targhetta d'identificazione 

 

A. TIPO ______________________    Is there anything scratched on the backside of the ID plate? 

        Cè qualsiasi cosa scritto oppure graffiato su il lato nascosto? 

B. AUTOTELAIO _____________________ 

 

C. MOTORE ______________________ 
 

On the car and its parts … Are there any date markings?  Sulla vettura e i pezzi … Cè qualsiasi data ?

mailto:iicar@earthlink.net


(Note: Some parts of some cars have been found to be dated. 

Sometimes those markings can be quite subtle. Chemical or 

physical cleaning can remove all traces and the info is lost.) 

(Attenzione: Alcune volte, si puo trovare una data scritta in un 

modo molto leggera e piccola su qualche pezzo meccanico.  

E’ facile distruggerle senza saperlo.)

 
 

D. There is often more than one number stamped on the front  

cross-member of the chassis: ___________ and ___________ 

 

     6C2300B and early 6C2500 cars can have a frame number 

with six digits, generally towards the forward edge, oftentimes 

below the radiator, near the center. 

     Later 6C2500 cars often have a lower frame number with 

two or three digits.  

     Each of the non-chassis numbers was stamped early in the 

build process, long before the chassis number was assigned. 

      Normalmente, ci sono almeno due numeri diversi 

punzonati su il trasversale anteriore del telaio, di fronte al 

motore. Per le vetture 6C2300B e anche i primissimi 6C2500, 

un numero puo avere sei carratteri un po simile al numero di 

telaio. I telai 6C2500 dopo un certo punto hanno invece un 

numero piu breve, con due o tre carratteri. Questi numeri 

furono assegnati molto primo del numero di telaio.
 

E. Engine/Motore ________________ (all digits/tutte le cifre) 

(right side of block/lato destro) …      Altre cifre? / Other characters? _____________________ 

 

E.2  Any non-original engine(s) fitted in the past whether Alfa Romeo or not? ___________________ Motore cambiato nel passato? 

Identities / Identificati ?_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

F. Crankshaft/albero motore ____________ (stamped in crank/punzonato sull'albero motore) _______________________________  

(Is it dated?/ Cé anche la data?) _____________________________________________________________ 
 

G. Crankcase assembly number / numero di montaggio dell'basamento ______________________________ 
 

H. cylinder head / numero punzonato sulla testa __________________________________________________ 
 

I. Cyl. head assembly number ________ marked on cam bearing caps, cam covers, cyl. Head (Numero di montaggio della testata?) 
 

I2. Intake manifold casting number _______________________  and any individual markings _________________________ 
 

J. carburetor / carburatore Type / Tipo ________ numbers #__________ #__________ #__________ 
 

K. gearbox / cambio ______________________ ratio / rapporto (stamped / punzonato) __________________  

 

K.2. Gearbox: observed ratio (gear counts) ______________________________________________________________________ 
 

L. steering gearbox / scatola guida _____________________ ratio/rapporto _________________ 
 

M. front suspension units: left/sinistra ________________ right/destra _____________________ 

Please include all the characters / Tutte le cifre punzonate sulle scatole della sospensione anteriore 

 

M.2. Suspension mount arms, sometimes called “forks”: left/sinistra ________________ right/destra _____________________ 
 

N. rear end gear housing / scatola differeziale ____________________ ratio/rapporto __________________ 

 

N.2  Observed ratio (counting gear teeth or counting turns) ________________________________________________ 
 

O. radiator / radiatore acqua _________________________________________________________ (any markings / qualsiasi cosa) 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

P. ignition distributor / accensione original ________________________ fitted/montata con _______________________________ 
 

Q. bonnet hinge number(s)? (cerniera del cofano) ________________ & ___________________ & _______________________ 
 

R. number stamped at right rear of chassis? ____________________ or facing right front wheel? _________________________ 
 

S. Chassis/Telaio ___________________ any other numbers found & where / qualsiasi altro numero … e dóve. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

T. numbers stamped on firewall _________________________ (on a plate) ___________________________ 

numeri punzonati sulla paratura/parafiame ________________________ (su una targhetta) _____________________________ 
 



U. bodymaker / Carrozzata da ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

V. body number / numero della carrozzeria ___________________________________________________________________  

     (Some parts may be numbered differently, one to another. Please record all numbers found.) 

     Which parts were found to be numbered? __________________________________________________________________ 

     Some upholstered panels can have other markings on them, not just body numbers. Once again, please record any markings. 
 

W. splined wheel hub adapters on the car can be numbered individually. If so: LF: _______________ (sinistro-anteriore)  

     RF: ____________  (destro-anteriore) & RR: ____________ (destro-posteriore) & LR: ____________ (sinistro-posteriore)  

 

X. The wheel centers can be numbered individually, particularly on early cars: LF: _______________ (sinistro-anteriore)  

     RF: ____________  (destro-anteriore) & RR: ____________ (destro-posteriore) & LR: ____________ (sinistro-posteriore) 

 

Y.  wheelbase / passo _________________________________________ 
 

 

Z.  If you have found any other numbers scratched or stamped anywhere, or any other unusual details, please make a note of them and 

their locations. For example, many parts are often dated in very small written hand, apparently with an electrical pencil. 

Se cé qualcos'altra qual’é interessante oppure un po diverso di "normale", vorrei sentire una descrizione. 

Normalmente, molti pezzi meccanici hanno piccoli numeri scritto a mano con un numero (forse del pezzo), la data, ed ognitanto un 

nome. 
 
 

 

 

Please use another page to make a note of any previous 

owners, dates of ownership, and license plates/registration 

number plates fitted. 

 

Please note also that the individual component numbers had 

purpose at Alfa Romeo during the build process and probably 

also to assist with tracking faulty materials or build processes 

when they occurred. We can use the numbering today as a bit 

of a forensic guide as to the potential originality (or not) of a 

specific part but we are also learning that Alfa Romeo re-

purposed some components themselves. Hence, if any number 

has been modified, crossed out or cancelled in any way, please 

do your best to record what may be a previous numerical trace 

of former use or intended use. Rarely, an original error is seen. 

 

La prego di utilizzare un’altra pagina per scrivere ogni nome 

di tutti i proprietari dal passato, le date di proprietà, e le targhe 

portate dalla macchina. 

 

Dovremmo capire che i numeri individuali dei componenti 

àbbiano un uso particolare per la casa durante il montaggio e 

forse anche per motivi di controllo di qualità. Oggi, possiamo 

utilizzare i numeri individuali per capire un po meglio il modo 

utilizzato da l’Alfa Romeo per il produzione di vetture in un 

mondo già cambiando. É ben chiaro che l’Alfa àbbiano 

riutilizzato alcuni componenti volta a volta. Un numero 

cambiato oppure cancellato puo significare che un component 

poteva avere una storia o un uso prima di essere messo in 

servizio di nuovo o revisionato per un uso non previsto.

Some notes may help you in the search for numbers on your 

Alfa Romeo 6C2300/6C2500 and help communicate that 

information and avoid misunderstandings. 

 

Please ... Double-check all numbers you record. 

 

Please ... Double-check that the numbers on the chassis and 

engine are the same as those given on the ID plate. If they are 

not, please note the difference. 

 

Please ... Record all the digits, letters and characters in any 

number. If there is an unusual font style or character in use, 

please try to record the characteristic style for at least a digit 

or two. Detail photos are always welcomed! 

 

 

When you find a number on a chassis, engine or other part, 

please do not stop looking. Please take another look for 

additional numbers, possibly in a very different style and type 

of marking. In general, please don't be afraid to remove a part 

or two to look for a number or photograph it well. 

 

 

Engine numbers sometimes have “GT” (Gran Turismo), “P” 

(Pescara), “T” (Turismo), “S.” (Sport) or “SS” (Super Sport) 

or “M” (Marine) as part of the number, either as a prefix or as 

a suffix. There maybe another number nearby, such as “R.7” 

or “R 8,2” (or similar) which gives the original compression 

ratio of the engine. 

 

 

Alfa Romeo bodies are numbered and usually carry an Alfa 

Romeo body plate which should be found on the firewall and 

which should have "Alfa Romeo" and generally "Tipo 1475" 

or "Tipo 1485" as part of the plate. 

 

 

Allemano bodies of the late 1950’s are usually numbered on 

their parts, at least with the last two or three digits of the body 

number. I have yet to look at any truly early Allemano and do 

not yet know about those. 

 

 

Bertone bodies are numbered, generally with the first two 

digits representing the Bertone series of numeration, then the 

last two digits (or three or more) signifying the serial 



numeration for the particular body. Most body parts should 

have at least the last two digits of the complete number. 

 

 

Castagna bodies are generally numbered, but I haven't seen 

enough of them to make a generalization about what to expect. 

 

 

Ghia bodies are usually numbered, but those numbers can be 

hard to find or understand. The first place I'd look is on the 

back side of the chassis ID plate. Although I haven't inspected 

a Ghia Alfa Romeo 6C, I have found the Ghia number 

scratched in the back of ID plates on other cars. The numbers 

found thus far tend to indicate that each series was numbered 

individually rather than as part of a whole numbering system. 

 

 

Pinin Farina bodies are numbered. In most cases, there is no 

plate to report the number, but it is possible that you might 

find a plate on your car. Presuming you don’t, the number Or 

part of it) is likely to be found stamped in the glove box door 

hinges or the center of the folded edge of the engine 

hood/bonnet next to its center hinge. Sometimes it is found 

penciled or crayoned on the hidden areas of upholstered 

panels. Sometimes it is stamped or painted behind the dash 

panel. There are additional possibilities. 

 

 

Stabilimenti Farina bodies are usually numbered on most body 

parts and a complete number will probably have four digits. 

 

 

Touring bodies often have a Touring plate which will give the 

number, but I have noted that some cars do not have parts 

which are numbered the same as the plate, so it is good to 

check both the plate and some parts and make note of any 

anomalies.  

 

 

Very early “SS” (Super Sport) cars of the 1930’s and perhaps 

into 1940 can have an aluminum tag on the firewall that 

reports a number, such as “SS 1” or some variation on that 

form. 

 

 

Later, a small aluminum plate (which has only a number and 

no other markings), can sometimes be found in the engine 

compartment, usually on the right side inner fender panel. I 

used to believe that this was a number that accompanied later 

“SS kits” installed in some cars, but this is now very uncertain. 

Again, more numbers are needed to become certain of any 

meaning. 

 

 

Although there are inconsistencies in some numbering 

systems, they can still tell us some interesting things if we 

collect enough information to be relatively convinced of the 

meaning of the numbers that we do have. Sometimes, we 

simply learn that it is important to pay very little attention to 

certain numbers. Without collecting them, we’ll never know 

which are important and which are not. 

 

 

 

Again, photos are welcomed for any detail that you only 

suspect might be of interest, even if only to you. Chances are 

good that I will agree. 

 

 


